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How did you do?
Answers can be obtained by visiting www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/transfertests

These practice papers are designed to:
   • Give your child realistic practice for the Transfer Tests
   • Support and enhance the school curriculum
   • Revise and reinforce learning
   • Provide opportunities to build confidence
   • Help develop examination technique

Brought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.uk
TransferTests.co.uk was founded in August 2002 and was the first 
website of its kind. TransferTests.co.uk was also the first such business 
to have its products stocked in leading retailers such as Eason’s and WH 
Smith. You can now find them in most EUROSPAR shops, Creighton’s 
garages, Stewart Millar, We are Vertigo, Five Ways Newry, Sheey’s 
Cookstown, Trim Print Armagh, Smyths Newcastle, Lucia Hughes 
Omagh, Magherafelt Copy Shop, Craigavon Office Supplies, McGraths 
Office Supplies, Mourne Office Supplies and BJ McNally. The tests you 
find in the Belfast Telegraph this week do not contain the same 
questions as any of the tests you will find in retailers.

The goal of TransferTests.co.uk is to help children prepare for the AQE 
and GL Transfer tests, providing great materials both on paper and 
online. With tests that mirror the actual examinations, the company’s 
reputation has grown with teachers and tutors recommending the 
products. Whether your child prefers to complete practice papers on a 
mobile, tablet or on paper, TransferTests.co.uk have a product to suit. To 
find out more visit www.TransferTests.co.uk

About the GL Exams
GL examinations are used by 34 PPTC schools as part of the selection 
criteria for year 8 admissions. A list of PPTC schools can be found at 
www.pptcni.com. On the day of the examinations children will sit one 
English paper and one Maths paper, both of which are in a multiple 
choice format. Before the main examinations there will be a practice and 
familiarisation session during which children can complete practice 
questions and get used to the exam format.  They will get time for a 
break before they start the main papers.

During the examinations, the children will use an answer sheet to record their 
answers. For the purposes of this practice paper where an answer booklet has not 
been provided, children should mark their answers on the paper itself. When the 
GL examination results are issued, each child will receive a standardised mark.

GL English paper:
   • 60 questions
   • 50 minutes to complete – children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 60 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple 
choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

GL Maths paper:
   • 45 questions
   • 45 minutes to complete - children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 50 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple 
choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

MATHS
Ready? Let’s get started!
Read the following carefully before you begin:
   • Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
   • There are 45 multiple-choice questions to answer in 45 mins - children 
  taking the test in January 2021 will be allowed 50 minutes.
   • Read each question carefully before stating your answer.
   • Once you have selected your answer from the options given, mark it 
  carefully. 
   • Work as quickly and as carefully as you can.
   • You may do rough working on a separate sheet of paper.
   • If you make a mistake, rub it out as carefully as you can and mark your 
  new answer.
   • If you are not sure of an answer, choose the one you think is best.
   • You may read each question and check your answers as many times
      as you want.

Flip over for AQE Style Practice Paper 5

BROUGHT TO YOU IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

transfertests.co.uk, Schooltests.org & transfertests.com

GL Style Practice Paper 2 - Maths 
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1. This machine divides by five and then adds 7. Which number comes out?

  A. 34       B.  32        C.  30        D.  28           E. 36 

2.  Look at this grid in which there are some empty spaces. When every square is 
     filled in, each row and column adds up to 31. Which number should be in the 
     square with the question mark?

  A. 8         B.  10          C.  11        D.  9           E. 15

3. What is this number to two decimal places?

  A. 4.31     B.  4.29      C.  4.2        D.  4.30        E. 4.296

4. In 3 years time Paul’s dog will be x years old. How old was his dog 5 years ago?

  A. x - 8     B.  8         C.  x - 2      D.  x + 8       E. 2

5. Liam had eaten       of a box of sweets. If there were 14 sweets left how many sweets were there to 
    begin with?

  A. 28      B.  21         C.  35          D.  42       E. 14

6.  Two coaches are booked for a school trip.  One coach seats 55 passengers, the other 48 passengers.
     10 teachers, 39 boys and 42 girls are going on the trip.  How many spare seats will there be?

  A. 22     B.  103         C. 2           D.  12       E. 15

7. Jane and her brother Colin held a cake sale to raise money for charity. They sold 37 large cakes at 20p each, 
     and 71 small cakes at 15p each. How much money did they raise at their cake sale?

  A. £18.15     B. £18.05         C. £17.05        D.  £17.95       E. £19.05

8. Here is the plan of a room. How far is it all the way around the edge of this room?

  A. 18.5 m     B. 19 m         C. 20 m           D. 24 m            E. 18 m

9. Which shape does not have rotational symmetry?

  
      A.              B.                     C.                    D.                      E. 

10. Which number is exactly divisible by both 3 and 7?

  A. 15      B.  28         C.  36          D.  42       E. 49
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11. A cinema charges £6.50 entrance for adults and £3.50 for children. A large drink costs £4, and a small drink 
      is £2.50. What will be the total cost for Mr and Mrs Jones to take their three children to the cinema if both 
      adults buy a large drink and the children get a small drink each?

  A. £39       B.  £33        C.  £42.50        D.  £37           E. £38.50 

12. You multiply a number by 4. The answer is doubled, then add 18. Finally divide this number by 5.
      If the answer is 18, what number did you start with?

  A. 7          B.  11           C.  13             D.  10               E. 9

13. Emma uses 9 ice cubes from the tray. If the tray was full to start 
      with, what percentage of the ice cubes are left?

  A. 45%          B.  40%          C.  60%          D. 50%             E. 25%

14. The table below shows the number of Year 4 children present at school in a given fortnight.
      What is the mode?

  A. 26       B.  27         C.  28       D. 29      E. 30

15. Ciara’s mum buys her a new blouse in a half price sale. If the original price of the blouse is £17.50, how  
      much change will Ciara’s mum get from a £10 note?

  A. £1.25          B.  £0.75           C.  £1.50             D. £1.35              E. £1.00

16. Dr Martin’s car is 4m long.  This is the average length of all five cars at the Surgery. A parking bay has to be
      marked out along the roadside. Allowing an extra 1.5 m per car for driving into the space, roughly how long
      does the new bay have to be for all the cars to be parked?

  A. 24.5 m          B.  22 m           C.  20 m             D. 27.5 m              E. 21.5 m

17. The arrow shows how much the sack of sugar weighs. If another 800g of 
      sugar are added, what will the total weight be?

  A. 9.5kg          B.  9.2kg           C.  8kg            D.  8.8kg              E. 9.6kg

18. What is the area of the parallelogram PQRS?

  A. 30 cm²        B.  27 cm²         C.  21 cm²            D. 22 cm²             E. 24 cm²
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19. 25 children are going on a school holiday. Each child takes £x for the holiday and £y for the journey.
      What is the total amount taken by the group?

  A.  x + 25y       B. 25x + y           C.  25x + 25y        D. x + y          E. 50x + y

20. At Catherine’s school there are 740 children. 85% like crisps. How many children don’t like crisps?

  A.  111              B. 74                C.  629                 D. 101              E. 37

21. 2a + 7b -3c = x         If a = 7, b = 3, c = 4, what is x?

  A.  19              B. 21                C.  23                 D. 25              E. 27

22.  3  = ?

  A.  5 x 5 x 5       B. 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3            C. 35           D. 53            E. 3 x 5

23.  Which figure is missing from the table?

  A.  9.64 ft      B. 9.48 ft         C. 9.96 ft           D. 9.84 ft            E. 9.28 ft

24.  Which one of these gives the answer 28?

  A.  25% of 140      B.        of 70         C. ¾ of 48       D. 70% of 50        E. 40% of 60

25.  This bar chart shows how many times a class of children hit a target 
       with a set of ten beanbags. How many children hit the target more 
       than 4 times?

  A. 19         B. 10            C. 9          D. 27            E. 8

26.  A map of France is drawn to a scale of 1:800,000. What real distance 
        is represented by 6 cm on the map? (1cm = 800,000cm)

  A. 480 m         B. 4.8 km            C. 48 km          D. 480 km            E. 48 m

27.  An isosceles triangle has angles A, B and C. Angle A measures 70°. Angles A and B differ by 15°.
       What is the size of angle C?

  A. 90°              B. 25°                 C. 70°               D. 85°                  E. 55°

28.  Each of these tiles measure 50 cm x 50 cm.  What is the total 
       area covered by the grey carpet tiles, in square metres?

  A. 6 m²              B. 9 m²             C. 18 m²           D. 7 m²                 E. 4 m²
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29.  The 4 in this number is worth 4000.  What is the 6 worth?   

  A.  6        B. 60             C.  600        D. 6000       E. 60000 

30. The graph shows the number of computer games sold by a shop in four 
      weeks. How many more computer games were sold in Week 2 than in 
      Week 4?

  A.  25       B. 45             C.  20           D. 5            E. 15 

31. Sixty-seven thousand four hundred and three. Which answer shows this written as a number?

  A.  67,430       B. 6740.3             C.  6743        D. 67,403       E. 67,400.3

32. How many fives are there in 730?

  A.  73        B. 57            C.  156        D. 146         E. 184

33. Which number has the smallest value?

  A. 2.01        B. 1.99            C.  1.12        D. 1.25         E. 1.90

34. This machine trebles and then subtracts 14. Which number has been put in?

  A. 31        B. 59            C.  45          D. 33           E. 43

35. In a concert hall there are 676 seats. 492 tickets are sold in advance. 114 tickets are sold at the door.
      How many empty seats are there during the concert?

  A. 60        B. 70            C. 64         D. 73           E. 84

36. There are 12 eggs in a dozen. How many eggs are there in 5.5 dozen?

  A. 60        B. 72            C.  66         D. 55            E. 70

37. Anne and Lisa did a survey on favourite pizza toppings. 
      How many children liked Hawaiian pineapple best?

  A. 18        B. 15            C.  12         D. 21            E. 24

14, 672
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38. Today’s temperature is 4°C. Yesterday it was -2°C. What is the difference between these two temperatures?

  A. 4°C        B. -6°C       C.  8°C        D. 2°C          E. 6°C

39. Which answer has three numbers that are all cube numbers?

  A.  8, 16, 36       B. 9, 27, 32             C. 8, 27, 64        D. 9, 27, 125      E. 8, 25, 64

40. Which fraction has the highest value?

  A.             B.                  C.               D.                 E. 

41. Dave halves his mum’s age. He then adds 9.  The result is 32. How old is his mum?

  A.  38        B. 44               C. 55          D. 46           E. 52

42. Which of these makes a word when rotated through 180° ?

  A.  BOB          B. NO          C. OF          D. SIT          E. TUB

43. There are 30 pupils in a class.      go home for lunch,      buy a school lunch, the rest bring packed lunch.
      How many pupils bring packed lunches?

  A.  10           B. 18            C. 12          D. 15            E. 14

44. Five friends compared how much pocket money they received each week. What is the mean?

  A.  £4.10         B. £4.25           C. £4.30          D. £4.45           E. £4.50

45. The Singh family have 3 pints of milk delivered every day by the milkman. Milk costs 57p for a pint.
      What is the Singh family’s weekly milk bill?

  A. £10.86          B. £12.43            C. £8.55          D. £11.97            E. £11.40


